A technique is presented for automatically importing novel and emergent vocabulary into the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) from a domain-specific corpus of machine-readable text using insights from recent work by computational linguistics on word sense disambiguation. Results show that most of the vocabulary is mapped to the DDC hierarchy that is most appropriate for characterizing the domain.
Several research projects at OCLC are exploring the potential use of the Dewey Decimal Classification as a tool for classifying and browsing collections of digital information. As argued in Vizine-Goetz (1996) , the DDC is well suited to this task because it is a general classification scheme with hierarchical structures and a rich notation for ordering classes. The DDC is already widely used in English-speaking countries and is well positioned to serve as a browsing and retrieval tool for accessing information across international borders. Translations that closely preserve the meaning of the Dewey notation as specified in the English language standard edition now exist for over 30 languages, including Spanish, Russian, Italian, and Mandarin Chinese. Nevertheless, like any substantial reference work, the DDC must keep pace with change. The ongoing editorial processes required to update the DDC are discussed in Mitchell (1997 Mitchell ( , 1998 . Experimental efforts to enhance the indexing vocabulary of the DDC by mapping Library of Congress Subject Headings are described in Vizine-Goetz (1997 , 1998a . Our purpose here is to investigate the potential for importing additional indexing vocabulary to the DDC directly from machine-readable full text. This text documents the linguistic response to cultural change and is rapidly growing in volume and importance, as more full-text databases become available, as more electronic journals are published, and as the World Wide Web emerges as a new mass medium. Though the focus is on English-language text, the methods described here are theoretically extensible to other languages.
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